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Now available on MacOS (note: dedicated graphics card is *highly recommended* for the best experience)

“Stories Untold” is a narrative-driven experimental adventure game, that bends the genre into something completely unique.
Combining a mix of classic text-adventure, point-and-click and more, 4 short stories are packaged together into a single

mysterious anthology that has been described as “a fantastic, fascinating example of interactive visual storytelling” (Telegraph
5/5) and earning widespread critical acclaim since release.

The game pulls together 80s retro nostalgia, innovative and experimental genre-defying gameplay, and tense, phycological
horror to create “one of the most fascinating and unique tales you can play this year” (GameSpew 9/10).

The first Episode “The House Abandon” is now available for free via a demo, to give you a glimpse of what is in store in the full
game.

“Stories Untold” was developed by No Code, a Glasgow based ex-AAA development team headed up by Jon McKellan (Alien:
Isolation) and Omar Khan.

Features:
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-Four unique stories, with their own settings, gameplay and mechanics.
-Play mind-bending text adventures, process radio transmissions and conduct experiments on bizarre artifacts

-Gorgeous retro-aesthetic brings back vivid memories, or a glimpse into what was.
-Sublime synth-wave horror soundtrack, inspired by 80s horror soundtracks.

-Achievements to unlock, and narrative secrets to discover
-Genre-hopping: from psychological horror, to tense mystery and terrifying sci-fi; Stories Untold is truly “4 stories, 1

nightmare”.
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Title: Stories Untold
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
No Code
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 or later

Processor: Intel Core™ i5-4570S

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 750 or similar

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Lights Off, Headphones On

English
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This looks and plays almost exactly like the game "The Deal", which I also loved. I just started playing this game, but I can
already tell you I am going to love it. More detailed graphics than the average JRPG (just like The Deal game), and good music,
at least one song I recognize also from The Deal, I believe. The story, characters and fighting system seem to be good as well. I
will update my review if necessary. I recommend this game to those who love JRPG\/RPG maker games.

After playing a few hours, my one gripe is the unbalance, having too many monster fights on the main world when walking. I
am stuck in one place where it is an attacked castle. I have requested help where I cannot seem to get very far without my two
characters dying. I have tried several times and have requested help on the forums without any success. I hope that changes..
excellent game. I was never really a fan of these games before, but some friends of mine turned me onto this one. I do like it. I
recommend this game to anyone who likes 4X games.. This one is bs. I played the whole game on hard and all the dlc. This is
the last campaign and has a bizzare difficulty jump. I trudged through the entire campaign on har until last mission. The last
mission Surgical Strike is impossible. I have been playing it over and over again for two days. I guess I wont be able to beat it. If
anyone has beaten it without using the bug let me know. This just seems like bad design.. yeah if you like handball this game
would not make you proud. This game is damn awesome!!!. Abandoned - hasnt seen an update in two years....and still early
access. its a shame, the game had some potential. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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The storyline is great, I liked it. It was good, I wouldn't spend the 60 bucks for it, get it on sale. But it was good. Just be aware
sometimes you think its a cut scene, you do have to push buttons.. More than expected. VERY VERY GOOD for local COOP,
mom and dad loves this one.. need to be really smart to good playing in it. Ashworld is incredibly addictive. It's got such an
engrossing enviorment to play in and survive the monsters and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s in cars trying
to run you over all the while forgetting you have a FLAMETHROWER and have been using cars to run 'em over and blow cars
up. Feels like Red Dead-type enviorment with a distinct world that feels very cool to spend time in. Great maps, fun game play
that keeps you on your toes. I can't wait to sink more time into doing donuts in a car until 30 car gang decides to join in and kill
me.

Ashworld is a game you won't regret.
FIVE STARS *****. iBomber Defense is another great casual game that adds to the classic defense tower strategy genre. Its
gameplay is simple, yet complex as you try to survive through waves of enemies while trying to defend your base. The
acheivements are challenging, but ensure plenty of fun replays to keep you going and defending.. Maniac Mansion, the very first
point and click adventure of all time by LucasArts before it was even called LucasArts and the direct predecessor to Day of the
Tentacle, is, just like the Monkey Island series, a timeless adventure masterpiece. Maniac Mansion has a lot of replayability
value to due the players ability to play the game with a different character composition, changing quite a few of the puzzles and
opening up other routes.

There has been a lot of butthurt about the fact that this is a ScummVM re-release and I personally don't really get what all the
fuss is about. It works fine and you can microwave the hamster. And that is all that should be cared about.

Being a milestone of gaming and absolutely fairly priced, I have no idea how anyone in love with adventures would be incapable
of recommending this.
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